The results of investigation of average longitudinal profiles, fluctuations and correlations of electromagnetic cascades created in dense amorphous media (liquid xenon, PWO, CdWO 4 , GaAs, NaI, Pb, lead glass and BGO) by gamma quanta of energy =1003500MeV at four different cut-off energies E co of cascade's electrons and positrons (0.6, 1.2, 2.0 and 3.0 MeV) are reported. The work has been performed using EGS4 [3] and GEANT modelling codes [4] . The modelled results are compared with experimental data for liquid xenon [2] .
INTRODUCTION
Presently in use is practically the simplest and rough description of the main features of electromagnetic cascades (ECs or showers created in dense amorphous materials (DAMs) by high energy gamma quanta (GQ): longitudinal profiles (LPs) and several integral formulas describing the longitudinal energy deposition in ECs as estimations of energy resolution of photodetectors (for example, [1, 2] ). So, it is commonly assumed that the longitudinal distributions of energy deposition (or profiles) of ECs initiated in DAMs can be approximated satisfactorily by a gamma type function (for example, [1, 2] ). Nevertheless, such a simple model is not too adequate, especially at large depths t and at the very beginning of the cascade [2] . Furthermore, since the longitudinal dimensions of ECs increase with primary photons energy as then at dimensions of electromagnetic calorimeters limited, usually to 20-25 radiation lengths (r.l.), it is also important to have information about longitudinal fluctuations in ECs. Moreover, in order to reconstruct as far as possible a real ECs picture, and so to estimate with acceptable accuracy the primary gamma quanta energy, of particular interest is also the knowledge on correlations in longitudinal EC development, what is of prime importance for segmented gamma detectors.
In the work we study the average longitudinal profiles, fluctuations and correlations of ECs created in eight most popular dense amorphous media: liquid xenon, PWO, CdWO 4 , GaAs, NaI, Pb, lead glass and BGO by gamma quanta of energy =1003500MeV at four different cut-off energies E co of electrons and positrons (later on: electrons): 0.6, 1.2, 2.0 and 3.0 MeV. The fluctuations have been investigated as a distribution of the shower depth, up to which a part A of energy , simply called as a threshold energy (TE), was deposited. Estimated are also correlations in longitudinal energy deposition of ECs. The work has been performed using EGS4 [3] and GEANT modeling codes [4] . For every set of parameters: , and material 20000 events (histories) have been modeled. The obtained results are compared with experimental data for liquid xenon [2] .
AVERAGE LONGITUDINAL PROFILES
The results of modeling longitudinal ECs profiles have been fitted with the function,
here α t , β t , δ t , γ t , ε t are the fit parameters depending on cut-off energy E co of cascade particles and material properties. They are determined as a result of statistic approximation to calculated data. Fig.1 (1) on the primary GQ energy E γ , cut-off energy E co and absorber. This dependence may be approximated by a function:
where a 1 , b 1 and c 1 are parameters.
One can notice that the parameter β t does not depend within statistical errors both from cut-off energy in the investigated interval 0.6-3.0 MeV and slightly depends on absorber property.
Parameter  t
Similarly as above, Fig. 3 shows the dependence of parameter  t of function (1) on primary GQ energy E γ , cut-off energy E co and absorber property. This dependence may be approximated by the function:
where a 2 , b 2 and c 2 are parameters to be fitted.
Parameter  t
In a like manner as above Fig.4 . demonstrates the dependence of parameter  t of function (1) on energy E γ , cut-off energy E co and absorber property. This dependence has been approximated by the function:
where a 3 , b 3 and c 3 are parameters.
Parameter  t
The primary GQ energy dependence of parameter  t at various cut-off energies and in different materials is depicted in Fig.5 .
Hence one can conclude that all investigated parameters β t , δ t , γ t and ε t of the function (1) describing the longitudinal profiles of ECs initiated in dense amorphous materials by GQ of energy E  =1003500MeV do not depend within statistical errors on the cut-off energy in the range E co =0.63.0 MeV and slightly depend on material properties, and can be approximated by simple functions of E  (2-4). 
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LONGITUDINAL FLUCTUATIONS
According to [2] we determine the fluctuations in ECs as a distribution of the shower depth t A that starts at the shower beginning, up to the depth value where an amount A of total shower energy was deposited. Three values of A having practical meaning were considered: 0.5, 0.7 and 0.9. Fig.6 . illustrates, as an example, a distribution of the shower depth t A at which fixed parts A = 0.7 and 0.9 of the total cascade energy is released when the cascade is initiated in BGO by gamma quanta of energy = 210 MeV and detected at = 1.2 MeV.
It turned out that all such distributions may be satisfactorily enough approximated by the function:
where numerical values of parameters β, γ and δ have been determined as a fit to modeled results. In Table 3 given are numerical values of parameters β, γ and δ for A=0.7, E γ =210MeV, E co =1.2MeV, and two materials: BGO and lead glass. 
LONGITUDINAL CORRELATIONS
Longitudinal dimensions of ECs increase with increasing energy of primary GQs and starting at some value which depends on stopping properties of an absorber they exceed the absorber thickness. Then the problem arise whether is it possible and to what extent to reconstruct the total energy of the primary GQs creating such cut off showers. This problem may be solved within the practical level when the EC energy is released inside an absorber of layered structure along the EC axis or is observed visually in track's detectors. As has been showed experimentally for liquid xenon [3] when analyzing depth distributions of the fraction <A> of ionization losses in showers produced by GQ of energy E  =1003500MeV there exist short-range correlations of the longitudinal energy release in the vicinity of the shower maximum. For quantitative characteristics of these correlations we used convention definition of the correlation coefficient as
where X i = t i is the slope of the random function at the depth t i of the absorber where at which on the average i/10 of the total cascade energy is absorbed (I = 2,3,…,10), and the thickness of the layer t i = t i -t i-1 is taken such that on the average a part <A> = 0.1 of this
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http://pos.sissa.it Fig.7 . Dependence on energy of parameters β, γ and δ of function (6) for BGO at different E co . Fig.8 . A dependence of the rms deviation  A from the average fraction A of ionization losses for energy deposited along the axis of showers created in liquid xenon by GQs of energy E  : left -experiment [2] , at the center -calculation according EGS code [3] , right -calculation using GEANT code [4] . energy is absorbed in it (j>i). As an example in Tables 4 and 5 given are our modeled values of r ij for ECs created in liquid xenon by GQs of energy 555 MeV and 1650 MeV at E co =1MeV.
One can notice that there exist practically meaningful at least short range correlations among layers of energy losses in ECs providing a possibility to reconstruct a missing part of the cut off EC energy, and this possibility is better when the primary GQ energy is higher. Moreover, maximum value of rij is reached around the EC maximum.
COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT
We compared our model consisting in formulas (1)(8) and constants a p , b p and c p with available experimental data. It is worthy to be mentioned that the most exhaustive and various experimental information on ECs initiated in liquid xenon by GQs of energy 1003500 MeV [2] has been obtained using the 180-liter Xenon Bubble Chamber (180XeBC) of ITEP, Moscow [5] , although the accuracy of experimental data is rather on the quantitative level. In Fig.8 we demonstrate a comparison of our modeled results with experimental data from 180XeBC concerning longitudinal fluctuations.
Confrontation of modeled results on the correlation coefficient rij with the experiment from 180XeBC [2] displays similar tendency but absolute values of modeled r ij are systematically shifted to be higher for all GQ energy by about 10%.
CONCLUSION
We have investigated using EGS [3] and GEANT codes [4] the essential features of electromagnetic cascades induced in dense amorphous media by gamma quanta of intermediate energy region =1003500 MeV: longitudinal profiles and longitudinal fluctuations of energy deposition. All these characteristics have been described as simple functions of primary GQ energy with parameters practically insensitive to cut-off energy within the interval 0.63.0 MeV of cascade electrons and slightly depending on material properties. Moreover, studied are also correlations in longitudinal development of cascades which may be helpful for reconstruction of the total shape of cascades registered in detectors of limited sensitive volume. The results have been confronted with available experimental data [2] showing acceptable agreement. In the case of correlation the agreement is on the level of general behavior but farther investigation should be done. Our model of electromagnetic cascades in the form of a set of simple formulas may be quite suitable both for electromagnetic calorimeters such as PANDA and for construction of radiation shielding.
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